
Story #6

1.__________________________________ really liked 

to eat 2.____________________________________________________. All 1#_________________

friends 3.________________________________ 1*______________ for it, but 1.______________ 

couldn't help it–––to 1.___________________________________, 2.________________________

tasted like 4.___________________________________, 5.___________________________–and–

6.____________________________________ favored 7.__________________________________, 

and that was the best thing.

1.____________________________________________ was currently living in a rented 
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8.___________________________________ by [the/a] 9.__________________________________,

and 1^____________________ paid 10.__________________________________________ dollars

every 11._________________________________________ for it. 1.__________________________

had furnished it with 12._________________________________ and 13.____________________

to make it feel more homey, and of course there was the presence of 1#_______________

security 14.____________________________________________. 1._________________________ 

could even live in a hollow 15._____________________________________ if 1^_____________

had 1#__________________ security 14._________________________________________ along.

1.______________________________ sighed. Now even 2.__________________________
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were [was] hard to come by, providing little reprieve from the hardships rampant in 

1#__________________ life. 1.__________________________________ wondered if it was still 

worth striking out on 1#____________________ own, free to do what 1^________________ 

pleased. 1#___________________ parents said 1^__________________ could move back in 

with them, as long as 1^__________________ reformed and accepted 16._________________

into 1#_______________________ heart. 

Then 1.____________________________ remembered the 17._______________________

aroma of 18._________________________________________________________________, aged,

19.__________________________________–ripened 2.___________________________________, and
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1#__________________ 20._____________________________________________ watered. The 

8.___________________________ felt like staying at the 21.______________________________ 

after that.

1._______________________ was dreaming about 22._____________________________,

23.________________________________________ 24._____________________________________ 

that were [was] 25.______________________________ in order to 26.______________________

27.____________________________________ the 28._____________________________________, 

but 1.______________________________ was broken out of 1#__________________ doze by 

someone 29.___________________________ 30. “______________________________________!”
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1.___________________________ 31._______________________________________ out of 

the 8._______________________________________'s  entrance. 

“Excuse me?” 1._____________________ asked 32._______________________________.

“You most 33._______________________________________ will not be excused. I am 

34+__________________________________ 35._________________________________________, a

building inspector, and this residence does not pass the safety codes of this 

36._______________________________________, 37.____________________________________– 

38.____________________________________________ county. I evict you immediately.”

35.________________________ sat astride a(n) 39.________________________________, 
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and brandished a sharpened 40.________________________________________ to emphasize

35#_______________________ point. The 39._____________________________________ began

41._____________________________________ nibbling on the 8.__________________________.

“But you can't do that!” 1.______________________ 42.___________________________.

The noise startled the 39.__________________________, and it 43._______________________ 

away in fright. This startled the wildlife that inhabited [the] 9.________________________,

and the feral 44.__________________________________________________ and endangered 

45.__________________________________________________ started to stampede. 

1.________________________ dove back inside the 8.____________________________. 
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The 8.____________________________ heaved and bounced, and 1.______________________

peeked outside to see that the 8.____________________________________ was being swept

along on the backs of the stampeding 44._______________________________________ and 

45._________________________________________________________.

They didn't stop running for 46._______________________________________ hour(s). 

Then the 8.____________________________ thudded to the ground, and 1._______________ 

crawled out 47.______________________________________________.

Everything looked diferent. 1._________________________________ saw a sign for 

48+_______________________________ Township, population 49.________________________.
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1._______________________ had never heard of it. There were 50._______________________

and 51._______________________________________________ everywhere, giving the area a 

foreign look. 1._____________________________ had never seen them in person before.

1._____________________ started 52._________________________________ up a storm,

hoping that constituted acting casual in these parts and would make 1*________________

blend in. Instead, the inhabitants of 48+___________________________________ Township 

were struck with wonder. They gathered around 1.____________________________. They 

asked 1._______________________ to 53._________________________________________ their 

54.________________________________________________ for good luck. 
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1._______________ became a celebrity of sorts in 48+__________________ Township,

for no 55.________________________________ reason that 1^__________________ could tell. 

1._____________________________________ declared 2._________________________________ 

the Township food, and in turn the townsfolk supplied 1._____________________________

with a life-supply of 56.____________________________________ and 57._________________,

to keep 1*________________ in the area. What more could a 58.________________________ 

like 1.____________________________ want from life?
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